Twenty-First Census of the United States: 1990, Housing

1990 Census of Housing, General Housing Characteristics (CH-1), 54 vols.
*Has a U.S. Summary volume, a volume of each State, the District of Columbia, plus Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands
*Contains 207 tables in the U.S. Summary volume showing housing characteristics for the nation, regions, divisions, states, metropolitan areas, urbanized areas, places, county subdivisions, and American Indian and Alaska Native areas
*Data is presented on these subjects:
  - Age of householder, Boarded-up status, Contract rent
  - Duration of vacancy, Householders 65+, Meals with rent
  - Persons in unit, Persons per room, Rooms, Tenure
  - Units in structure, Vacancy rate, Vacancy status, Value
*Contains 76 tables in each State volume giving the same data for state, urban/rural, inside/outside metropolitan area, county, county subdivision, place (10,000+), place (2,500-9,999), place (1,000-2,499), American Indian and Alaska Native areas

1990 Census of Housing, Detailed Housing Characteristics (CH-2), 54 vols.
*Has a U.S. Summary volume, a volume of each State, the District of Columbia, plus Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands
*Contains 266 tables in the U.S. Summary section with data on these topics:
  - Bedrooms, Condo units, Householders 65+, Heating fuel
  - Income in 1989, Gross rent, Kitchen facilities
  - Mobile homes, Mortgage status, Plumbing facilities
  - Poverty level, Second mortgage, Sewage disposal, Source of water
  - Telephone, Tenure, Vacancy status, Vehicles
  - Year householder moved in, Year structure built
*Contains 105 tables in each State section grouped by the same topics as the U.S. Summary outline
*Additional volumes present this data for
  - American Indian and Alaska Native Areas
  - Metropolitan Areas
  - Urbanized Areas